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Intrinsic long-lived electrophosphorescence and delayed electroluminescence from a conjugated polymer (polyfluorene) thin film is observed for the first time at low temperature. From bias offset voltage dependent measurements, it is concluded that the delayed fluorescence is generated via triplet-triplet annihilation. A fast and efficient triplet exciton quenching by charge carriers is found to occur in the active polymer layer of the working devices.

Since the first report of electroluminescence (EL) in polymer light emitting diodes (PLEDs) by Burroughes et al. [1], a great deal of research has been devoted to understanding the photophysical properties of conjugated polymers. Luminescence in PLEDs is usually governed by the radiative recombination of singlet excitons. It follows from spin statistics and spin dependent recombination that between 50% to 75% of all recombination events within a PLED can produce triplet excitons, thus as little as 25% generates singlet excitons [2,3]. For poly(9,9-bis(2-ethylhexyl)fluorene-2,7-diyi) (PF2/6), it is suggested that less than one triplet exciton is formed for every singlet exciton [3]. Even given the latter scenario, efficient radiative triplet recombination would enhance PLED performance by at least 50%. Therefore, characterizing the nature and photophysics of triplet states of light emitting polymer systems is extremely important. Direct spectroscopic information on triplet states of conjugated polymers can be obtained from delayed emission lasting up to several seconds, i.e., phosphorescence (Ph) and delayed fluorescence (DF). However, DF in conjugated polymers can originate from either triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) [4] or recombination of geminate (Coulombically bound) electron-hole pairs effectively trapped within the active polymer layer [5].

It is already reported that conjugated polymers emit Ph and DF at low temperature upon photoexcitation [5–7]. However, until now, there is no report of intrinsic electrophosphorescence from conjugated polymers commonly used for PLED fabrication. There have been several reports in the literature on the observation of “after glow” from PLEDs operated in pulsed mode [8–10]. However, this has invariably been ascribed to both fast (15 ns) and slow (1 μs) decaying components of the swept out charge carriers upon switch off [9]. No spectroscopy was made on this after glow light to determine its true origin. Several workers observed electrophosphorescence from PLEDs by doping the polymer layer with phosphorescent dye molecules containing heavy metal atoms (platinum) [11,12]. Very recently, Lupton et al. [13] reported electrophosphorescence from a diaryl (diphenyl)-substituted derivative of ladder-type poly(paraphenylene) (PhLPPP) by incorporating covalently bound heavy metal atoms (palladium) into the polymer backbone, thereby increasing the spin-orbit coupling and, hence, the triplet population. In this Letter, we report for the first time the observation of truly intrinsic electrophosphorescence and delayed electroluminescence from pristine PF2/6 thin film. This is a very important observation keeping in mind that the real photophysics in the active polymer layer in PLEDs is governed by charge recombination and not photoexcitation. Here, we note that, although polyfluorenes have been under intensive study for many years, its electrophosphorescence could not be observed before mainly because of the lack of experimental sensitivity. The complete experimental setup (vide infra), presently available in our laboratory, makes it possible to detect and time gate the weak electrophosphorescence signal from polyfluorene based devices, which requires a N2 glove box to fabricate the PLEDs, a fast pulse generator to apply the driving bias voltage pulses across the devices, and a high gain charge-coupled device (CCD) camera to record the electrophosphorescence signal.

PF2/6 is widely used as the active layer in bright EL devices [14,15]. The general spectroscopic features of PF2/6 have been reported in several publications [16,17]. From photoluminescence (PL) measurements, it is already known that PF2/6 thin film emits Ph and DF at low temperature (<100 K) upon photoexcitation [6,7]. Based on the PL intensity dependence of Ph and DF on the excitation pulse energy and decay kinetics measurements, it was argued that DF in PF2/6 thin film originates from TTA [6,7]. It is to be noted that prompt fluorescence of PF2/6 exhibits a weak keto defect emission band at about 515 nm upon photoexcitation [18]. However, the keto defect emission band becomes very
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prominent when the polymer film is excited via charge recombination due to charge carrier trapping. In order to avoid this unwanted keto defect emission band, we used PF2/6 endcapped with bis(4-methylphenyl)phenylamine with a monomer/endcapper feed ratio (mol/mol) as 96:4 (PF2/6am4) (inset of Fig. 1) in the present work. The keto defect emission band is almost completely suppressed in the prompt fluorescence from the devices based on PF2/6am4 as the active emitting layer [18].

LEDs were fabricated on solution etched indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates as described previously [15]. Briefly, a 30 nm thick hole-transporting layer (HTL) of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with polystyrene sulphonated acid (PEDOT) was spin coated on the ITO layers and dried overnight. PF2/6am4 was dissolved in toluene and the solution was spin coated onto the HTL coated substrates to give an active layer (HTL) of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene sulphonated acid) (PEDOT) was spin coated on the ITO layers and dried overnight. PF2/6am4 was spin coated on PF2/6am4 as the active emitting layer [18].

Calcium cathodes (50 nm) were evaporated onto the HTL coated substrates to form an active layer with a thickness of 80 nm. The synthesis of the conjugated polymer PF2/6am4 has been described elsewhere [18,19]. Calcium cathodes (50 nm) were evaporated onto the polymer layer, followed by a capping layer of aluminum (50 nm), in a N2 glove box. A Hewlett-Packard pulse generator (8114A) was used to apply the bias voltage pulses with a typical rise and fall time of 10 ns. For an offset dependent measurements, a unity voltage gain differential amplifier was used with a Keithley 2400 used to provide dc bias offset voltages. The electroluminescence emitted by the device was dispersed by a monochromator (TRIAX 180, JOBIN YVON-SPEX) and recorded by a red enhanced, gated intensified CCD camera (4 Picos, Stanford Computer Optics) [7]. This camera permits variable integration and delay times allowing time-resolved detection of electroluminescence with very high gain from 200 ps up to 80 s after the device is turned off. All experiments were performed under a dynamical vacuum of <10⁻⁴ Torr in a temperature controlled helium cryostat.

The prompt fluorescence spectra of PF2/6am4 thin film under the application of a bias voltage at low temperature (28 K) (Fig. 1) are identical to those reported by several authors as observed upon photoexcitation [6,7]. The solid line in Fig. 1 shows the delayed electroluminescence of PF2/6am4 thin film at 28 K. The device is kept ON for 5 ms (electric pulse width), and then a delay time of 5 ms is applied after which the delayed emission is measured with an integration time (detection gate width) of 70 ms. In this way, the weak delayed emission can be observed without being swamped by the intense prompt fluorescence. The delayed emission spectra exhibit similar features to those previously observed by several workers by PL measurements [6,7]. The high energy part of the delayed emission spectra is identical to the prompt fluorescence spectra at 28 K and is attributed to DF. The low energy part of the delayed emission spectra exhibits two vibronic bands, the first one at 2.19 eV and the second one at 2.02 eV. It possesses a vibronic structure similar to that of the prompt fluorescence spectra at 28 K and is logically attributed to Ph. It is noteworthy that this is the first observation of intrinsic electrophosphorescence in a conjugated polymer. The importance of this observation lies in the fact that it gives a straightforward way to study the triplet state photophysics in the active polymer layer of PLEDs.

In order to see the origin of the DF observed in the present investigations, we measured the delayed emission spectra at 28 K at a drive bias voltage of 12 V as a function of bias offset voltage after the device is turned off. The bias offset of the voltage pulse was varied below the turn-on voltage of the device (4.0 V) [20], keeping the pulse amplitude constant at 12 V. As shown in Fig. 2,
forward bias offset has little effect on the EL intensities of either Ph or DF. However, the EL intensities of Ph as well as DF decrease gradually with the increase in reverse bias offset voltage (inset of Fig. 2). If geminate pair recombination is responsible for the observed DF, then increase in reverse bias offset voltage should lower the DF intensity without affecting the Ph intensity at all [13]. Thus, our findings clearly rule out geminate pair recombination to be responsible for the observed DF. The fact that both Ph and DF intensities decrease (the latter albeit faster than the former) with the increase in reverse bias offset voltage strongly suggests that both have the same origin, i.e., triplets. Thus, the DF observed upon charge recombination must originate from TTA. This is further supported by the fact that, as the bias voltage is increased from 7 to 12 V (keeping the bias offset voltage constant at 0 V), the EL intensities of Ph and DF obey a $I_{DF} \propto I_{Ph}^{1.4}$ dependence over the entire bias voltage range (figure not shown). This superlinear dependence of DF intensity on Ph intensity strongly indicates that TTA is responsible for the observed DF. Earlier, from PL measurements, several authors reported similar dependence of DF intensity on Ph intensity based on the excitation energy dependence and suggested TTA to be responsible for the DF observed upon photoexcitation [6,7].

The decrease in Ph intensity with an increase in reverse bias offset voltage (Fig. 2) seems to be due to the quenching of triplet population by charge carriers. It is well known that under the application of a bias voltage a fraction of the injected charge carriers is trapped near the interface regions of the polymer layer and the electrodes leading to accumulation of space charge and thus to local changes of the internal electric field [8–10,21–23]. Pinner et al. [8] reported that the trapped charge carriers give rise to a sharp discharging current spike (of the order of $\mu$s) after the device is turned off. In fact, we observed a weak short-lived DF (of the order of $\mu$s) in polyfluorene based devices, which can be detected at 28 K as well as at 292 K (no electrophosphorescence can be detected at 292 K). The short-lived DF grows in intensity as the temperature is increased from 28 to 292 K and is attributed to the space charge effect, the details of which will be discussed in a separate communication. However, it is noteworthy that the short-lived DF signal is found to be quenched significantly under the application of a reverse bias offset voltage. This indicates that a part of the trapped charge carriers is swept out to the respective electrodes in the presence of a reverse bias offset voltage after the device is switched off. While moving to the respective electrodes, some of these charge carriers quench the triplet population, thereby quenching Ph intensity and subsequently DF intensity, to some extent depending on the magnitude of the reverse bias offset voltage. This kind of triplet exciton quenching by charge carriers has been extensively studied in molecular crystals [24] and is expected to play a significant role on the triplet population in PLEDs. However, little information is available about this process in conjugated polymers because of the lack of experimental data. Our observations indicate that triplet exciton quenching by charge carriers is indeed an important process in devices based on conjugated polymers and, hence, must be taken into account while determining the ratio of singlet to triplet population in working PLEDs accurately.

At delay times $<30$ ms, the DF intensity decays in a power law fashion, $I_{DF} \propto t^{-m}$ (inset of Fig. 3). In integrated kinetics, the value of $m$ is found to be $-0.2$ at delay times $<3$ ms and approaches a value of $-0.5$ for delay times exceeding 3 ms. So, in real kinetics the value of $m$ varies from $-1.2$ to $-1.5$ in the respective time domains. Hertel et al. [6] observed similar behavior for the decay kinetics of DF in the same delay time region upon photoexcitation, although the values of $m$ observed in the present work are somewhat lower than those reported by them. At delay times $>60$ ms, the Ph as well as the DF exhibit a monoeponential decay as shown in Fig. 3. This is a true differentiated kinetics as the channel width of the detection (40 ms) is much shorter than the applied delay times. The lifetimes of Ph and DF are found to be 217 and 97 ms, respectively. Thus, the decay time of DF is almost half of that of Ph indicating that the phenomenology regarding Ph and DF is the same. This again confirms that the DF observed upon charge recombination originates from TTA. Our results are basically similar to the decay kinetics of Ph and DF earlier observed by several authors from PL measurements [6,7]. However, these authors reported much longer lifetimes for Ph as well as DF. Finally, the reverse bias offset voltage is found not to affect the decay kinetics of either Ph or DF observed in the ms time domain. Clearly, the quenching of Ph intensity and, subsequently, DF intensity by charge carriers
under the application of a reverse bias offset voltage (vide supra) is too fast (probably in the submicrosecond time domain) to affect the decay kinetics of the long-lived delayed emission bands.

In conclusion, we reported the first observation of truly intrinsic long-lived (of the order of ms) electrophosphorescence in PLEDs at low temperature using polyfluorene as the active emitting layer. We also observed a delayed fluorescence at long delay times (of the order of ms). From bias offset voltage dependence of the EL intensities of Ph and DF, it is concluded that the DF originates from TTA. Superlinear dependence of the DF intensity on Ph intensity, obtained by increasing the bias voltage, again confirms that TTA is responsible for the observed DF. At delay times < 30 ms, the DF decays in a power law fashion with an exponent value of 0.255. Both Ph and DF decay monoexponentially at long delay times (> 60 ms) with lifetimes of 217 and 97 ms, respectively, indicating that the DF is generated via TTA. However, the decay kinetics of electrically induced Ph and DF are found to be somewhat different from those observed earlier by PL measurements. A fast (submicrosecond) triplet exciton quenching by charge carriers is found to occur very efficiently in the PLEDs, and this quenching process must be taken into account while determining the ratio of singlet to triplet population in working devices accurately.
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